
Comments on “The response of tropical precipitation to Earth’s

precession: The role of fluxes and vertical stability” by Jalihal et al.

Effect of astronomical parameters on global monsoon and precipitation is

one of the hottest topics, both for the proxy and modeling community. In

this study, the authors tried to evaluate the precession effect on the

tropical precipitation from a perspective of energy and moisture budget,

with a special focus on the differences between land and ocean. It is a

useful method and gives new understanding for precession effect.

However, the paper in its present form seems a little preliminary and

casual, especially its structure. I recommend the manuscript to be major

revised before published in Climate of the Past. My comments are listed

as follows,

(1)The structure of the text seems casual. I recommend that the authors

put all the methods (including the ITCZ model, equation and

decomposition) together. In the result section, it is better to merely

show the figure and descriptions. That would help the paper to be

easily read.

(2) Introduction: there are a lot of modeling studies in this field; however,

the authors did not mention them in the introduction. For example,
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(3)Experiments: Only two sensitivity runs are conducted in this study.

The authors said the differences between Pmax and Pmin scenarios

“has a similar spatial precipitation response as observed in Mid



Holocene, but with higher amplitude”. In actual, there is certain

contribution from obliquity in the MH-PI difference. I know in

Bosmans et al (2015), there are already obliquity-linked experiments.

Why do the authors not give results for the obliquity in this study? In

my opinion, it is also important.

(4) Results: From figure 5 and 6, I can see the distinct response of land

and ocean precipitation, but it is also significantly negative over

northwestern Pacific besides the Bay of Bengal. This indicates that the

East Asian/Northwestern Pacific summer precipitation is also typical

for the proposal of this paper. I recommend the authors to add

additional analyses on this region and compare the results to those

over the Bay of Bengal.


